Florida Senate - 2020
Bill No. SB 1450

COMMITTEE AMENDMENT

Ì680760%Î680760
LEGISLATIVE ACTION
Senate

.

House

.
.
.
.
.

The Committee on Environment and Natural Resources (Gruters)
recommended the following:
1
2

Senate Substitute for Amendment (812520) (with title
amendment)

3
4

Delete line 164

5

and insert:

6

specified in paragraph (1)(b) or who commits a violation

7

specified in paragraph (1)(c) commits is

8
9
10

Delete line 784
and insert:
specified in paragraph (1)(b) or who commits a violation
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specified in paragraph (1)(c) commits is

12
13

================= T I T L E

14

And the title is amended as follows:

15
16

A M E N D M E N T ================

Delete lines 3 - 26
and insert:

17

s. 161.054, F.S.; revising administrative penalties

18

for violations of certain provisions relating to beach

19

and shore construction and activities; providing that

20

each day that certain violations occur or are not

21

remediated constitutes a separate offense until such

22

violations are resolved by order or judgment; making

23

technical changes; amending ss. 258.397, 258.46,

24

373.129, 376.16, 376.25, 377.37, 378.211, and 403.141,

25

F.S.; revising civil penalties for violations of

26

certain provisions relating to the Biscayne Bay

27

Aquatic Preserve, aquatic preserves, water resources,

28

the Pollutant Discharge Prevention and Control Act,

29

the Clean Ocean Act, regulation of oil and gas

30

resources, the Phosphate Land Reclamation Act, and

31

other provisions relating to pollution and the

32

environment, respectively; providing that each day

33

that certain violations occur or are not remediated

34

constitutes a separate offense until such violations

35

are resolved by order or judgment; making technical

36

changes; amending ss. 373.209, 376.065, 376.071,

37

403.086, 403.413, 403.7234, and 403.93345, F.S.;

38

revising civil penalties for violations of certain

39

provisions relating to artesian wells, terminal
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facilities, discharge contingency plans for vessels,

41

sewage disposal facilities, dumping litter, small

42

quantity generators, and coral reef protection,

43

respectively; making technical changes; amending ss.

44

373.430 and 403.161, F.S.; revising criminal penalties

45

for violations of certain provisions relating to

46

pollution and the environment; providing that each day

47

that certain violations occur or are not remediated

48

constitutes a separate offense until such violations

49

are resolved by order or judgment; making technical

50

changes; amending s. 403.121, F.S.; revising civil and

51

administrative penalties for violations of certain

52

provisions relating to pollution and the environment;

53

providing that each day that certain violations occur

54

or are not remediated constitutes a separate offense

55

until such violations are resolved by order or

56

judgment; increasing the amount of penalties that can

57

be assessed administratively; making technical

58

changes; amending ss. 403.726 and 403.727, F.S.;

59

revising civil penalties for violations of certain

60

provisions relating to hazardous waste for each day

61

that certain violations occur and are not resolved by

62

order or judgment; making technical changes;

63

reenacting s.
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